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mixture of mobile game, tower defense, and strategy. although
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defense 5 deluxe free for windows. below is the list of bloons
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with a castle. the rule of the game is that any bloon on screen
gets eliminated by a certain means. the player is required to

create towers and complete missions, and have a lot of fun in the
process. there are multiple modes to play through. in the main
mode, the player is given a unit and has to clear all the level by
that unit. the game is incredibly straightforward. no one has to

spend a long time before they figure out how to play the game, as
the game is easy to play. applying the uavs is exactly what its
named: it is an unmanned aerial vehicle. in addition to being a
uav it also becomes a troop transport aircraft on the following

mission. when a bloon is not hit by a bloon cannon, he becomes
airborne and is placed on a mounting platform. the bloon cannot
evade or swim away from this platform. one of the most exciting

features of this game is the computer controlled helper bloon. you
will get to see them flying in the map and helping you to destroy
bloons. if you aint bloon hero, this feature will come in handy a
lot. you can also check the amazing gun turrets, they can shoot

the bloons for you. 5ec8ef588b
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